
Teaching our Yellowknives Dene Languages: 
A Verb Dictionary and Reader in Weledeh and Taltsãot iné 

 
 The Yellowknives Dene are a bilingual community, speaking two Dene languages:  
Wiìliìdeh Yatiì (also called Tåîchô or Dogrib) and Taltsãot , the Yellowknife Language 
(also called Dÿne Sûåiné or Chipewyan).  This presentation describes ongoing efforts by the 
Goyatikö Language Centre to produce teaching materials for both languages:  specifically, a 
verb dictionary for reference, and an intermediate-level language reader, suitable for classroom 
use. 
 Dene languages are difficult languages to learn to spell correctly, especially in Roman 
orthography.  Small changes in vowel length, nasality, or tone can change the entire meaning of 
a word or sentence.  These same features can be difficult to hear, even for fluent speakers.  The 
purpose of the verb dictionary is to promote Dene literacy and facilitate language teaching by 
providing examples of how verb forms should be spelled and pronounced.  An excerpt from the 
Taltsãot  verb dictionary is given in (1).  For each entry, 27 forms are listed:  the 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd person, singular, dual, and plural forms, in the imperfective, perfective, and optative.  Each 
entry also includes one or more example sentences, taken from local elders  stories. 
 We are also preparing a collection of these stories for young people, following the Dene 
Kede curriculum.  This collection seeks to make the language more accessible, by providing a 
running glossary at the bottom of each page, organized into both nouns (at the bottom left) and 
verb forms (at the bottom right), which can aid young people in learning vocabulary, and 
teachers in putting together lesson plans.   This presentation will present examples from both 
the verb dictionary and reader we are developing, as well as describe other language 
revitalization activities at the Goyatikö Language Centre. 
 

(1) Excerpt from Taltsãot  Verb Dictionary 
ghanádhÿr /  /  
 
hánódhir /  / imperfective 
  singular dual  plural 
1st person ghanásthÿr ghanáíddhÿr ghanáídé 
     
2nd person ghanánedhÿr ghanóhthÿr ghanóhdé 
     
3rd person ghanádhÿr ghanáhedhÿr ghanáhedé 
      
 

 /   / example sentence: 
Dziné  tabñå ghanásthÿr, náke dzeraka-ú åue åâ níí  

      ,          . 
I visited the nets every day, and in two weeks we caught many fish.  Peter Sangris 
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